SUNSET PAPER EXPECTATIONS

1. Do NOT include a Table of Contents.

2. Include a general Opening about the Sun and sky.

3. Include the Purpose of this semester-long exercise.

4. Include your Procedure, with the
   a. Location and
   b. Angular measurement techniques (fist size, camera resolution, etc.)

5. Include the Observations, with
   a. Each sunset picture along with a description of the evening,
   b. Table of all of the data, and
   c. Composite photo or a set of Stacked images – this is in place of a sketch.

6. Include the Analysis of all of the collected data, with
   a. (scatter-plot) Graphs with a curve through all of the data
      (do not connect-the-dots) and
   b. Analytical computations

7. Include the Answers (based on your observations) to the provided Questions.

8. Include a Conclusion.

9. Place a beautiful sunset picture on the front page.

10. Put your paper in a folder that has a clear cover so the sunset picture can be seen.
    Spiral bound types, that can be laid open with both sides flat, are preferred.

11. Use a font size of 11 or 12 points. Do NOT use a sans serif font.

12. Do NOT print using single-spaced line separation – include more space but do not
    exceed double-spaced size.

13. Print the entire paper one-sided on an Excellent Color Printer.

14. Use good color images and graphics – along with the above items – to make the
    paper look great.